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ABSTRACT
The development and implementation of clinical decision support (CDS) that trains itself and adapts its algorithms based on new data—here referred to as Adaptive CDS—present unique challenges and considerations.
Although Adaptive CDS represents an expected progression from earlier work, the activities needed to appropriately manage and support the establishment and evolution of Adaptive CDS require new, coordinated initiatives and oversight that do not currently exist. In this AMIA position paper, the authors describe current and
emerging challenges to the safe use of Adaptive CDS and lay out recommendations for the effective management and monitoring of Adaptive CDS.
Key words: artificial intelligence, machine learning, software as a medical device, clinical decision support, health policy

INTRODUCTION
Since the passage of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, the landscape of health informatics
tools supporting these transformations is evolving in dramatic ways.
The quantity and types of health data are growing at exponential
rates as electronic health records (EHRs) achieve ubiquity in clinical
care settings,1,2 new molecular/omics data are used for precision
medicine,3 and the use of consumer applications grows outside tra-

ditional care settings.4,5 Growing capacities to store and analyze
such data through cloud computing and machine learning and the
development of standards to enable the exchange and use of those
data by other systems support this rapid expansion of health data.
Clinical decision support (CDS) represents one of the most important applications of computing to patient care and continues to
advance as does the widespread deployment of EHRs and the professionalization of clinical informatics. Contemporary CDS tools are
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ulate which aspects of FDA’s safety and efficacy regulatory controls
may pertain to Self-Developed ACDS; 2) identify stakeholders who
may be best positioned to execute nonregulatory controls; and 3) develop a strategy to implement pre- and postmarket oversight for
Self-Developed ACDS.
During the 2019 AMIA Health Informatics Policy Forum,
“Clinical Decision Support in the Era of Big Data and Machine
Learning,”13 AMIA members and collaborators discussed opportunities and challenges of Adaptive CDS given the growing volume,
variety, velocity, and veracity of data, the increasing diversity of
data sources, the advancing computational power of artificial intelligence, and growing societal expectations of technology as a promoter of health equity despite inherent and increasingly
recognizable biases. Informed by discussions at the Policy Forum, a
group of forum planners and attendees identified key learnings,
forming the foundation for AMIA’s vision for a policy and research
agenda that promotes the safe, ethical, and effective design, development, and use of Adaptive CDS in clinical settings. We focus on the
use case of Adaptive CDS because it represents a wide range of potential tools and applications—some examples of which exist today,
but many of which do not; because Adaptive CDS represents a conceptual use case within a larger ecosystem of potential use cases of
AI in healthcare; and because Adaptive CDS represents an area (decision support) in which the informatics community has strong intellectual roots and expertise.

The current policy and oversight landscape for
Adaptive CDS
In the United States, several federal agencies within the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) have purview over the safety, use,
and functionality of health IT, including CDS. For example, the HHS
Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) certifies and
regularly updates CDS functional requirements, as well as the underlying standards for interoperability.14 Reimbursement requirements
established by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
encourage continued and widespread adoption of CDS among providers participating in those programs.15,16 The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) oversees medical device products and the data
systems that support such products (eg, Medical Device Data Systems).17,18 Strict lines of jurisdiction exist across CMS, ONC, and
FDA regarding the practice of medicine, leading to significant gaps in
oversight for emerging technology. The use of Adaptive CDS in clinical practice presents a unique challenge to these jurisdictional boundaries and has already led to a new approach at FDA known as the PreCertification (Pre-Cert) Program. This approach shifts the emphasis of
regulation from the product’s technical functionality to the firm that
developed the device, relying on an assessment of whether the firm’s
software development practices “provide reasonable assurance of
safety and effectiveness of the organization’s [software] products.”19
Although the object of this specific regulatory approach by the FDA is
SaMD, many kinds of marketed CDS—especially AI/ML-driven
CDS—will be treated in a similar manner.11

NECESSARY STEPS TO ENSURE SAFE AND
EFFECTIVE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
ADAPTIVE CDS
Significant gaps between the design and development of CDS and
their integration into clinical workflow exist.20 This circumstance
has hindered or frustrated adoption when CDS systems are intro-
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designed to provide patient-specific, timely, and appropriate recommendations, including risk assessment (developing disease in the future), diagnosis (determining the presence or absence of disease at
the current time), prognosis (forecasting the likely course of a disease), therapeutics (predicting treatment response), medication error
control, and much more.
Recent trends in health IT have created new opportunities to develop and deploy decision support systems that adapt to dynamic and
growing bodies of knowledge and data, and are 1) increasingly driven
by artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) algorithms;
2) available as substitutable knowledge resources;6 and 3) used as
tools to diagnose diseases and conditions in Software-as-a-Medical
Device (SaMD) products.7 These trends offer significant promise for
reducing alert fatigue, improving cognitive load, and delivering better
evidence to point-of-care decisions in the form of Adaptive CDS.
In this AMIA position paper we use the term “Adaptive CDS” to
describe CDS that can learn and change performance over time, incorporating new clinical evidence, new data types and data sources,
and new methods for interpreting data. Others have applied the
term “Adaptive CDS” to mean post-implementation surveillance of
CDS,8 but here we frame Adaptive CDS as an AI use case. Adaptive
CDS enables personalized decision support in a way that has not
been possible previously because it has the capacity to learn from
data and modify recommendations based on those data. Adaptive
CDS stands in contrast to “static” CDS, which are those that provide the same output (recommendation/guidance) each time the
same input is provided, resulting in output that does not change
with use. An example of a static CDS is the Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease (ASCVD) risk score event, which predicts the risk
of myocardial infarction or stroke over the following 10 years.9
Adaptive CDS changes its output using a defined learning process
that is based on new knowledge or data. In the above example, we
envision that an adaptive ASCVD risk score would be refined based
on data from an institution where it is deployed. Such functionality
could be applied to a wide range of tasks, including risk assessment,
prognosis tools, treatment planning, diagnostic support, clinical trial
recruitment, and treatment support, among others.
Two categories of Adaptive CDS warrant distinction for purposes of establishing public policy. First, we refer to Adaptive CDS
that is sold to customers for use in a healthcare setting as Marketed
ACDS. Second, we refer to Adaptive CDS that is developed in-house
by healthcare systems and not marketed or sold to others as SelfDeveloped ACDS. Marketed ACDS is subject to FDA oversight per
the 21st Century Cures Act10 and related FDA interpretation.11 SelfDeveloped ACDS is very likely unregulated by any federal entity and
is already used routinely without oversight by any authoritative
body—public, private, or nonprofit.
Debates about the scope and force of oversight for the safety and
effectiveness of CDS have tended to emphasize legal regulation, of
which little exists, and institutional governance, which frequently is
wholly lacking. Organizational leaders have recognized content creation, analytics and reporting, and governance and management as
critical components in the development of CDS, but achieving all 3
in sufficient depth remains challenging for organizations.12
These recommendations (see Table 1) articulate policies needed
to ensure the safe and effective use of both Marketed and SelfDeveloped ACDS in clinical settings. We suggest that both kinds of
Adaptive CDS should be underpinned by robust testing and transparency metrics for training datasets. Additionally, we argue that
consistency is needed to communicate significant aspects or elements
of the Adaptive CDS. Finally, we discuss the urgent need to 1) artic-
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Table 1. AMIA position paper recommendations
1. FDA’s Precertification Program and Total Product Life Cycle regulatory approach should include transparency metrics and communication
standards, developed by multidisciplinary and multisector stakeholders.
a. Transparency metrics include:
i. Metrics regarding algorithm training datasets, including semantic and provenance measures, and detailed descriptions of the data
acquisition process, such as selection criteria of cohorts
ii. Additional measures that communicate the nature and prevalence of attributes likely to influence how a model may perform on new
data
iii. Descriptions of preprocessing or “data wrangling” steps made available with the model that elucidate the representativeness (or lack
thereof, aka “missingness”) of the training data, to mitigate bias
iv. Explicit definitions and assessment of inter-annotator agreement
v. Metrics for the process of generating and labeling datasets
vi. Criteria and/or events guiding the scheduling of evaluation or testing

ii. Reports (publicly available, searchable online, current) describing the results of tests/evaluations and fine tuning
2. FDA should require manufacturers of Adaptive CDS to develop and present Adaptive CDS Assurance Case(s) for regulatory approval through its
Precertification Program and fulfillment of its real-world performance requirements.
An Adaptive CDS Assurance Case helps establish institutional governance and identify performance indicators to transition from the evaluation
phase to the deployment phase. An Adaptive CDS Assurance Case includes:
a. Claims related to the stated clinical utility for the Adaptive CDS, using the communications standards and describing which patient/populations are relevant
b. Transparency metrics describing how the Adaptive CDS was trained and tested
c. Expected deployment challenges
d. Claims related to ongoing maintenance of the algorithm and claims related to when periodic evaluation of the algorithm should take place
3. Dedicated funding from the NIH, FDA, CDC, ONC, and CMS should establish Adaptive CDS Centers of Excellence to develop, test, evaluate,
and advance the use of safe, effective ACDS in practice.
Such ACDS Centers of Excellence should be charged with:
a. Advancing post-market surveillance strategies
b. Developing ongoing guidance for how best to deploy and maintain Adaptive CDS for patient care
c. Serving as clearinghouses for new knowledge regarding potential negative impacts and biases resulting from the use of Adaptive CDS
4. Non-regulatory oversight bodies and programs should be established for Self-Developed Adaptive CDS used in clinical settings.
Self-Developed ACDS should be managed by a combination of local groups, known as Adaptive CDS Review Groups, and a national
Accreditation Commission(s):
a. Adaptive CDS Review Groups are local or institutional bodies, groups, or departments that are well-versed and empowered to require or negotiate aspects of ACDS implementation.
b. Adaptive CDS Accreditation Commission is a body responsible for ensuring that ACDS Review Groups have the requisite skills and resources
to evaluate Assurance Cases and perform on-site testing of Self-Developed ACDS once deployed. There could be a single national group, or a
small number of groups established as an Accreditation Commission.
i. ACDS Centers of Excellence would contribute, advise, or support such a body in their work.
5. Medical education curricula should be modified to include analysis and evaluation of Adaptive CDS.
Medical education and knowledge management must be updated to provide students and experienced clinicians with exposure to Adaptive CDS
across all training phases and be maintained as part of professional development for practicing clinicians.

duced at the point of care, creating unanticipated negative effects on
clerical burden, care team communication, and shared understanding between providers and patients.21 Although CDS may support
patient–provider relationships when providers share screen viewing
with the patient, CDS also may draw providers’ attention away
from patients or create additional cognitive burden for clinicians.22
Adaptive CDS will exacerbate these and related challenges without
increased emphasis on design and development protocols. Transparency in design and development ought to be the preeminent value in

software design because without transparency, accountability and
responsibility are rendered meaningless.

Premarket oversight for Adaptive CDS
In developing its Pre-Cert Program and associated Total Product
Life Cycle (TPLC) regulatory approach, FDA sought to shift scrutiny from premarket data collection and submission to postmarket
performance monitoring. Rightly, this shift has occurred because
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b. Communication standards include:
i. A range of information pertaining to the expected performance and limitations of the ACDS including:
1. Expected users and uses
2. Indications and usage
3. Contraindications
4. Warnings and precautions
5. Interactions and dependencies
6. Adverse outcomes
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Figure 1. Policy recommendations for all stages of Adaptive CDS (ACDS)—design and development, implementation, evaluation, and ongoing monitoring—require further development to ensure safe and effective ACDS. A concerted multistakeholder effort to identify key transparency metrics for training datasets and
communications standards for AI-driven applications in healthcare is needed to understand how bias can corrupt AI-driven decision support and identify ways to
mitigate such bias. Additionally, policies that standardize in situ testing and evaluation, as well as ongoing maintenance, of ACDS should be established.

much of the opportunity for Adaptive CDS lies in the tool’s dynamism and capacity to continuously learn, which can only be realized
once implemented. However, there is also a pressing need to advance premarket transparency metrics and communications standards related to how Adaptive CDS was developed and tested.
Figure 1 depicts the policy recommendations for all stages of ACDS,
which are described in greater detail below.

Adaptive CDS design and development transparency
metrics
Transparency metrics are needed for training datasets used to design,
develop, and implement Adaptive CDS. Specifically, the semantics
and provenance of these datasets must be unambiguously communicated and available for validation prior to deployment. Additionally,
detailed descriptions of the data acquisition process, selection criteria
of cohorts, and descriptions and prevalence of attributes likely to influence how a model may perform on new data are needed.
Apart from these attributes of training datasets, preprocessing or
“data wrangling” steps must be clearly documented and made available with the model to help explain the representativeness (or lack
thereof) of the training data and to help identify areas where bias
may exist. For example, how one deals with missing values
(“missingness” in statistics parlance) or sample imbalances must not
be overlooked or omitted. These choices, and the preprocessing of
data before learning a model is apace, mark the venues where bias
can be introduced. Meanwhile, comprehensive and transparent annotation requires explicit definitions and the assessment of interannotator agreement, which will help prevent bias introduced by individual preferences. The adoption of standards for scientific rigor
in software engineering, perhaps especially in the process of generating and labeling datasets for specific AI tasks, is necessary to ensure
the validity of underlying models.
When evaluating learning algorithms in Adaptive CDS, it is crucial to have simple and obvious baselines on the same dataset. Clarity

and transparency foster honest comparisons of “black box” solutions
derived from deep learning and explainable AI models, such as decision trees. Aside from the need to develop these transparency metrics,
methodological issues in continuous evaluation (or testing) of an AI
model as underlying data change and evolve may require retraining
of the original models. For example, developers could retrain every
week a model for predicting 24-hour mortality as new data become
available. Developers should explicitly clarify and justify the criteria
and/or events guiding this scheduling. Interesting and potentially deleterious challenges, as well as social inequities, may arise if a model
that is somehow “approved” can be retrained the next week and behave differently. Articulating foundational assumptions and the basis
for training recommendations can aid in monitoring data model performance to avoid adverse effects of continuously evolving models.
The Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Prediction Model for
Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) work, which is
designed to improve reporting of predictive model studies, may offer
a basis for transparent examination, implementation, and assessment
of predictive models used in Adaptive CDS.23,24

Adaptive CDS communications standards
In addition to transparency metrics for dataset attributes, premarket
requirements for Adaptive CDS should include standards for communicating specific aspects of the technology, including expected
performance parameters and limitations of the Adaptive CDS.
Developers should be able to, and should, address a range of questions regarding the intended use and expected users of Adaptive
CDS in a consistent manner. FDA prescription drug labeling regulations have been suggested for AI/ML-driven SaMD, and there are
relevant correlates. According to the agency, the 2006 Physician Labeling Rule “was designed to make information in prescription drug
labeling easier for healthcare practitioners to access, read, and use to
facilitate practitioners’ use of labeling to make prescribing decisions.”25 It included updates to how prescription drugs communi-
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Institutional governance and performance indicators are necessary for the ongoing maintenance and review of Adaptive CDS once
deployed. One mechanism to facilitate institutional governance and
identify performance indicators is to transition from the evaluation
phase to the deployment phase with an Adaptive CDS Assurance
Case. Borrowed from the ISO/IEC concept,34 an assurance case is 1)
a top-level claim for a property of a system or product (or set of
claims for a system or product); 2) a systematic argumentation regarding this claim; and 3) the evidence and explicit assumptions that
underlie this argument. Arguing through multiple levels of subordinate claims, this structured argumentation connects the top-level
claim to underlying evidence and assumptions. For the purposes of
Adaptive CDS, these assurance cases could include claims related to:
•

•
•

POLICIES TO ENSURE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
DEPLOYMENT AND USE OF ADAPTIVE CDS
As healthcare institutions escalate investment in AI, they face enormous pressure for rapid results. In particular, the lowered technical
hurdle for creating Adaptive CDS further contributes to the tendency to deploy such tools in routine clinical care without an adequate understanding of the tools’ validity and potential influence.26
Users have given limited attention to significant risks, both in terms
of wasted resources and poor decisions backed by inaccurate prediction.27,28 Some healthcare settings lack the capacity to critically
evaluate the products they purchase or develop in-house, which may
leave clinicians open to software malfunction and patient harm, and
patients open to ineffective and potential damaging outcomes.
Previously published work recognizes the need for a defined
standard that supports understanding of intended predictions, target
populations, hidden biases, and other information needed to assess
AI-based CDS.29 Latent biases—biases “waiting to happen” that
have not been purposefully avoided or eliminated—pose an additional, and no less important threat, and require their own
approaches for identification and management.30 The potential for
AI-generated bias to increase health disparities is a real possibility,
and one of particular concern given the imperative to find effective
treatments for COVID-19,31 whose effects are experienced disproportionately by African Americans and Latinos.32 Evaluation and
ongoing maintenance of Adaptive CDS, combined with workforce
education and knowledge management of such applications, can
help to ensure the safe and effective deployment and use of Adaptive
CDS in clinical settings.

Evaluation
Organizations should evaluate health information systems, perhaps
especially in hospitals, in the contexts of systems in which they will
be used.33 Efficient and “field-tested” measures are indispensable to
the successful utilization of AI in healthcare, and institutional policies and any government regulation must require them. Ideally, appropriate oversight will help patients, clinicians, researchers, payers,
and institutions better understand and assess the quality characteristics of Adaptive CDS. These means facilitate establishment of
evidence-based trust before CDS systems are adopted into practice
and workflow.

•
•
•

The stated clinical utility for the Adaptive CDS, using the communications standards describing which patients/populations are
relevant
Transparency metrics describing how the Adaptive CDS was developed and tested
The feasibility of successful implementation given available data
Expected deployment challenges
Anticipated clinical uptake and associated metrics
Ongoing maintenance

In addition to this structured argumentation, ethical issues require explicit evaluation of performance. Well-documented decision
tools, especially risk stratification algorithms, have been found to
perpetuate racial bias, sometimes affecting millions of patients.35
Likewise, concerns are growing among patients and their families
who are often neither informed about nor asked to consent to the
use of tools that help predict hospitalizations, treatment complications, or risk of readmission.36 The increased reliance on algorithms
to guide health decisions demands regular, ongoing, and structural
review to determine whether racial, socioeconomic, age, or other
biases occur during use. An approach grounded in patient safety and
quality improvement principles offers 1 way to identify and analyze
how bias affects machine learning and thereby mitigate harm and facilitate transparency and accountability.37

Ongoing maintenance and review
A 2019 white paper articulated FDA’s view about how to manage
changes to continuously learning SaMD through a TPLC approach
to regulation.38 The FDA’s Modification Framework instigated discussion about real-world performance monitoring for SaMD, which
would be similar in nature to Adaptive CDS. The FDA posited that
“The predetermined change control plan would include the types of
anticipated modifications—SaMD Prespecifications—based on the
retraining and model update strategy, and the associated methodology—Algorithm Change Protocol—being used to implement those
changes in a controlled manner that manages risks to patients.”38
“Algorithm Change Protocol” as used by FDA refers to an algorithm’s ability to change over time as a result of input—what, in this
position paper, is referred to ACDS. In comments submitted to
FDA, AMIA made several recommendations worth consideration as
part of Adaptive CDS postdeployment maintenance and review.39
AMIA recommended the Modification Framework include requirements of periodic evaluation irrespective of planned updates or
retraining. AMIA further recommended that FDA seek additional
feedback to understand a basis for determining when periodic evaluation should occur. We anticipate that notifications to FDA about
changes to software could be deterministic—triggered when a
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cated concepts, such as indications and usage; contraindications;
warnings and precautions; interactions; adverse reactions; and use
in specific populations. These communication concepts are relevant
to the intended use and expected users of Adaptive CDS. ACDS may
not be useful in specific clinical settings or for specific clinical purposes, so such standards for communicating how a clinician should
apply Adaptive CDS are needed.
Finally, Marketed ACDS should be tested and optimized before
approval for use by FDA. Just as policy can create transparency metrics for how the Marketed ACDS was developed and tested, and
communication standards help users determine which ACDS is best
for their patients/populations, there should also be a reporting requirement that describes the results of such tests and fine tuning.
This information on premarket FDA approval should be publicly
available, searchable online, and current. The FDA’s database of
searchable de novo and 510(k) devices should be leveraged for such
reports and updated to improve functionality.
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Workforce education and knowledge management
Evaluation and monitoring must be paired with adequate user education and deliberate knowledge management. There is a great need
for comprehensive, targeted education to shape Adaptive CDS applications and guide users. AMIA has historically advocated for 3 levels of education and training:41
•

•

•

Basic “informatics literacy” for all health professionals that goes
beyond computer or health IT literacy. Literacy in informatics
should become part of medical education, biomedical research,
and public health training to give clinicians the skills needed to
collect and analyze information and apply it in their practice.
Intensive applied informatics training to improve leadership and
expertise in applying informatics principles to the collection and
analysis of information and its application to healthcare problems. This level of training will ensure a supply of qualified professionals for the emerging roles of chief medical information
officers, chief nursing information officers, chief clinical informatics officers, chief research officers, and similar roles.
Support for education professionals who will advance the science
and train the next generation of informatics professionals in this
developing and dynamic field of study.

Similarly, professional development of students and experienced
clinicians in the health professions would benefit from training in
evaluation of CDS and Adaptive CDS. Just as we now teach students
how to read the literature, assess the quality of clinical studies, and
search PubMed and CINAHL, so should we introduce analysis and
evaluation of Adaptive CDS at this earliest stage of training. This exposure should continue through all training phases, and just-in-time
education must be provided for experienced clinicians. Addressing
knowledge management would provide a way to curate and organize
the content areas for review by attending clinicians. Education about
knowledge management is sorely lacking, and if we are to make the
most effective use of decision support it will be best realized as a tool
that runs brightly through all aspects of clinical practice.42
At the same time, we recognize that patients act as developers
and users of algorithm-based technologies, such as the Nightscout
Project and the Open Artificial Pancreas System.43,44 To most safely
and effectively develop and use such technologies, patients must be
able to avail themselves of professional-quality training. We there-

fore support the inclusion of patients in ACDS-focused educational
programming to ensure mutual benefit to both commercial and noncommercial developers.

A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR SELF-DEVELOPED
ACDS
Given FDA’s regulatory purview and competencies, we articulate
here a policy framework for Self-Developed ACDS. This framework
describes a system that encourages institutional governance and is
built upon a network of nonregulatory oversight for the various categories and enumerable uses of Adaptive CDS that are developed by
healthcare organizations for use internally. While we do not call for
FDA regulation of Self-Developed ACDS, we do encourage the support and use of this policy framework by the FDA for Marketed
ACDS. Consistency in how both kinds of ACDS are overseen will be
beneficial, especially as FDA’s envisioned real-world performance
analytics framework develops.45
This framework incorporates ethical issues identified over more
than 3 decades. An important initial analysis highlighted the importance of identifying appropriate uses and users of decision-support
tools; signaled the need for user education; and introduced the idea
that failure to use a computer program to improve care might be as
blameworthy as its inappropriate use.46 Those insights have expanded to include assessment of the necessity of CDS evaluation and
standards, the role of software engineering, and the importance of
public trust.47
Several professions (eg, nursing, medicine, and pharmacy) comprising or contributing to biomedical informatics are closely governed by state and federal laws; other professions, such as computer
science and laboratory science, are more loosely governed by institutional and professional policies.48 The experience of nearly a halfcentury indicates that the hybridized science of biomedical informatics requires some measure of transparency and oversight or governance. However, the degree of oversight, the public/private nature
of oversight, and the mechanisms implementing such oversight have
proven challenging. The safe and effective use of Adaptive CDS
requires, at a minimum, compelling guidance by professional organizations, in addition to policies and support for policy development
at institutions that use ACDS systems. One thoughtful and workable
approach would be to require creation of internal bodies, groups, or
departments49 that act as a “mechanism for ensuring institutional
oversight and responsibility [. . . and] give appropriate weight to
competing ethical concerns in the context of internal research for
quality control, outcomes monitoring, and so on.”49 These Adaptive
CDS Review Groups would need to be well-versed and then empowered to require or negotiate aspects of ACDS implementation. At an
institutional level, policies to govern such implementation and use
would fall under the remit of such internal bodies, perhaps in consultation with other IT units and institutional ethics committees. A
more contemporary, yet similar, suggestion is the formation of a
cross-disciplinary, dedicated clinical AI department, which would
have purview of the use of AI in healthcare delivery.50
We envision that such Adaptive CDS Review Groups would
themselves be overseen by an accreditation body similar to the Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and Information
Management.51 Such an accreditation body would both ensure that
the Adaptive CDS Review Groups are appropriately staffed, skilled,
and resourced to evaluate Adaptive CDS Assurance Cases submitted
by organizations wishing to deploy Self-Developed ACDS and per-
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threshold of data processing or algorithmic adaptations have occurred and/or the lapse of a specific time interval (eg, a year). As
akin to Genetic Shift, this could be considered Algorithm Shift.
However, conditions may occur in which the AI/ML-based
SaMD’s behavior changes due to real-time changes in its inputs/
change protocol/outputs, via Algorithm Drift. In this scenario, there
needs to be some regulatory requirement that, even when the target
population and indication do not change, incremental change (Algorithm Drift) in the SaMD is compared with a static historical control. New standard drifts from the historical control by some
predetermined amount (eg, a P value or a percentage, depending on
the output and input) must trigger an FDA review. An annual report
to FDA indicating whether the AI/ML-based SaMD has changed as
the result of Shift or Drift is an important component to transparency and real-world performance monitoring. We also note that a
lack of change may be cause for concern among continuously learning SaMD. Other work offers analysis of FDA’s proposed regulatory
framework with regard to health disparities and recommends premarket and postmarket practices to advance health equity.40
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CONCLUSION
The use of AI in healthcare presents clinicians and patients with opportunities to improve care in unparalleled ways. As an evolving application of AI in healthcare, Adaptive CDS engenders a practical
discussion of policies needed to ensure the safe, effective use of AIdriven CDS for patient care and facilitates a wider discussion of policies needed to build trust in the broader use of AI in healthcare. It is
time to redouble our efforts to safely harness the growing volume,
variety, velocity, and veracity of data and knowledge, the increasing
diversity of data sources, and the advancing computational power of
machine learning.
New and flexible oversight structures that evolve with the
healthcare ecosystem are needed, and these oversight mechanisms
should be distributed across institutions and organizational actors.
Furthermore, new organizational competencies are needed to evaluate and monitor Adaptive CDS in patient settings. Although the
FDA is developing and testing policies for Marketed ACDS, numerous algorithm-driven applications are self-developed without even
cursory guidance or oversight. We believe in the promise of Adaptive CDS and support the use of public policy and federal action to
ensure safe and effective deployment.
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form on-site testing of Self-Developed ACDS once deployed. This in
situ testing would ensure that the Assurance Case underlying the use
of the ACDS is accurate and that underlying performance indicators
are being met. Such an accreditation commission would also ensure
that ACDS Review Groups display a requisite level of transparent
accountability to the patients that healthcare organizations purport
to serve.
Additionally, we recommend that ACDS Centers of Excellence
be established to develop, test, evaluate, and advance the use of safe,
effective ACDS in practice. With dedicated funding from the NIH,
FDA, CDC, ONC, and CMS, ACDS Centers of Excellence would be
charged with advancing postmarket surveillance strategies and develop ongoing guidance for how best to deploy and maintain Adaptive CDS for optimal patient care. Centers of Excellence would also
serve as clearinghouses for new knowledge regarding potential negative impacts and biases resulting from the use of Adaptive CDS.
Centers of Excellence could serve as part of the accreditation commission or support such a body in their work.
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